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RE: Covid  – a Nachash star sacrifice. (money maker & politics for the wicked, secondly)

Addendum to the Female Serpent series concerning Covid 19
The Female Serpent of Eden  --- K W  Lent 2019 – 2024

Greetings brothers and sisters,

   For those who have listened to all of the audio sermons in this series and have studied
the PDF graphics and historical  maps,  this additional  commentary about  the driving
motive behind the “Covid 19” plandemic may be of interest.  This can surely be filed
under the “truth is stranger than fiction” category. (Those who haven’t yet caught up with the
sermon series may not be able to zero in on this extra addendum.  Page 13 has the whole study link.)

   [Since the connection between the occult aspects of Covid 19 and canine sacrifice is of
extreme importance it is suggested that the reader takes the time to re-listen to audio
sermon #6 before continuing with this article. --  Thanks much.]

   Regardless of the many aspects of the political and banking efforts of our adversaries
to bring in their New World Order, when all is said and done what we really have is an
ongoing ancient contest between the Saxon Israel faith of obedience to Yahweh God and
that of a superstitious  religion of star worship by the family of Nachash who was the
radical feminist tempter of Eve and devastator of male Adamic rule over Eden.  We
could paint it with a broad brush that would be quite accurate: the elect of Israelites
versus certain Canaanite elitists.  It has never stopped.  Today they know it.  We don’t.

   The Nachash “seed of enmity” (Gen 3:15) is synonymous with the families of Nod of
Genesis chapter 4 (as explained in detail in the sermon studies).  This worldly empire
existed 2280 years before the arrival of Esau (Gen.25:25) who is called Edom (25:30),
and whose descendants became “Jews”.  Since Nachash was more subtile than “any
beast  of  the  field”  (non  Adamic  races)  we  know  that  she  and  her  Nodite  family
controlled  and  manipulated  the  world’s  races  long  before  “Jews”  ever  came on the
scene.  It was Nachash who started the phenomenon of spirit religion that teaches we are
all “spirit beings”  who don’t really ever die. Indeed she told Eve “Thou shalt not surely
die but  ye shall  be as  gods”(Gen.3:4,5).   As paraphrased today by religion:  “you’re
going to the paradise in the sky to be spirit beings in heaven when your time is up here”.
This one decree by Nachash opened the entire can of worms of priestcraft that demands
subjection of the masses of people with the claim that if the people do what the priests
say, the priests will make sure that their supposed immortal souls/spirits don’t suffer
some endless agony in the great beyond but will be as Nachash stated -- celestial gods.
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 This  doctrine  is  the  fundamental  scam  of  all  world  religions  whether  it  be  Tao,
Egyptian, Zen, Voodoo, Zoroastrian, Judaism, Catholic, Protestant, New Age mysticism,
or any “born-again-isms”.  Its all the same lie of Nachash – “nobody really ever dies, we
just move on to the celestial.”

   But the word of God records that we DO die because of sin (“Thou shalt surely die” –
Gen.2:7), and only resurrection from death in the grave can bring us back.  “Why should
it be though a thing incredible with you, that God should raise the dead?” (Acts 26:8)
This we are promised by our Savior and King, Yahshua/Jesus.  (John 5:28,29).

   However, for the Nodites to enforce their religious scam for their profit, they do have
to incorporate things within a political and economic arena since the people of the world
live in towns, cities, and nations, while having to do everyday things like eat food, build
houses, fight (contrived) wars, and have babies.  These are quite physical things and the
Nodites realize this.  But their driving force is still their  spiritist religion where they
have  actually  deified  the  long  dead  female  Nachash  as  the  star  Sirius,  known  to
occultists as “The Queen Of Heaven”.  Mystical communion for supposed “powers” are
obtained (so they believe) by getting in touch with this “Queen” and other past leaders
of their religion who have gone to the sky as gods, either to become a star, or to live on a
star. (so they believe).  How do these occult spiritists believe they can contact the “star
spirits”?  Answer:  Sacrifices.  The more morbid and multitudinous the sacrifices, the
more that their “spirit star gods” above will take notice. (so they believe)

   It is to these “gods” that they sacrifice humans and animals to receive power in return.
(so they believe). The question may be asked: Didn’t ancient Israel sacrifice animals?
Yes Israelites did. But they killed the sacrificial animal quickly and only to be reminded
that the true Lamb of God would arrive to shed His blood and atone for our sins. Being
that the animals (and us too) all die, we know that we do actually kill them humanely as
possible for food as well.  Its a fact of life.  But the Nachash cult among us doesn’t just
kill their victims.  They torture them, keeping them painfully alive for days even weeks,
in  order  to  appease  their  Queen  of  Heaven.  Their  sacrifices  are  extremely  morbid
whether  they  are  altar  sacrifices,  contrived  wars,  medical  “treatments”,  exacting
punishment upon heretics,  burning apostates alive,  or  starving out populations.   The
sacrifices to Sirius are usually deliberate and long. This, as history clearly records, has
been going for the last 6000 years.  Whether the Nachash/Nodite religion’s adherents
know they are evil or whether they are simply criminally insane is a matter of debate.
Bottom line is – they do what they do.  And it is these people, not the Jewish bankers,
who own and control the world’s wealth, although the international bankers are a viable
force used by the Nachash star cult when needed.  
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   With this mini-recap in mind, what precisely do we have with the Covid 19 debacle?
Ultimately  its  a  sacrifice  to  the  Queen  of  Heaven  the  star  Sirius  with  the
governmental/political  fallout  and  the  trillions  of  $$  made  by  the  pharmaceutical
industry being a domino secondary effect. Again, this is still the Israelite faith versus the
Sidonian/Tyrian Canaanite occult religion with its roots from Nod.  But it has all gone
high tech as computerized inventions have increased.  The primary sacrifices that the
Nodites make within their Sirius Star Cult is that of humans (preferably Adamic) and
canines (our trusty furry friends).  

   In sermon #6 some of the more prolific star sacrifices in modern times were pointed
out.  (Many more happened but not discussed).  Some that were brought to the historic
forefront in that sermon include: Carthaginian infant and canine sacrifices of horrendous
amounts; Rome’s canine crucifixion sacrifices during the heat of summer’s dog days at
the rising of the star Sirius;  the French Revolution’s murder of thousands of Saxons
along with their dogs in honor of the female Goddess of Reason; the 1976 son of Sam
serial murders of people in NY City along with its  occult “trademark” of dog ritual
sacrifice;  the  intentional  abandonment  of  5000  US  Army  dogs  in  Vietnam  to  be
sacrificed by cruelty of occult SE Asians after the war killed 58,000 US troops. (yes the
whole war was a star sacrifice, having started with the Gulf of Tonkin incident during
the  Sirius  summer  dog  days  Aug.  2nd –  4th,  1964);  and  the  “tip  off”  clue  of  911’s
sacrificial slaughter of people revealed by the finishing touch of sacrificing the Golden
Retriever  rescue  dog  in  tower  number  two.  The  innocent  rescue  dog’s  name  just
happened to be Sirius, the only dog to die then, being abandoned locked in the bottom
floor of the tower before it was demolished.

   In any historic mega sacrifice to their star Nachash goddess Astarte/Sirius the Nodite
priests will always telegraph what they have done by letting us see their trademark sign
of canine sacrifice that follows their sacrificial human deaths. (if we are astute enough to
look)  In other words they tell us in plain view that what has just happened was a star
sacrifice by which they are trying to get “spirit powers”.  Since these so called powers
don’t exist and the deluded priests never get the results they hoped for, the star sacrifices
increase  in  terror  and  number  as  history  progresses.   These  religious  fanatical  anti
Yahweh anti Christian zealots will eventually sacrifice the entire population of Earth in
order to “talk with Nachash” for guidance on how to rule the world.  Little do they
realize or know that she has been dead long ago, never went to the sky, never was a
goddess, never was a spirit, and lied when she told Eve “thou shalt not surely die.”  This
brings us to their latest star sacrifice --  Covid 19.

   Not only do the priests of Nachash sacrifice dogs since dogs are truly man’s (Adam’s
family) best friend of all creation, they make a point of telling us that they do so since
they are also experts in the art of psychology.  Nachash herself was a master in the art of
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 psychological manipulation in that the Bible describes her as an enchanter.  No star
sacrifice of people and canines is complete in the minds of the Nachash/Nodites until
they have convinced their victims that the victims need to accept the fate of their capture
and end.  This is similar to what we know is the Stockholm Syndrome where a person
who has been kidnapped becomes so hopeless that  he begins to  empathize with his
captor as some sort of bizarre partner in crime.  It is this exact type of psycho drama that
conveniently and curiously appeared on the Internet convincing people that the Covid
shot made them  magnetic, and that spoons, forks, knives, nails, paper clips, etc were
sticking to them all over their bodies.  Nobody was magnetized although hundreds of
home videos appeared showing supposed magnetic happenings of dinnerware sticking to
people. People simply wanted to be magnetized in order to jump on that bandwagon and
would do anything to make it look like metal items stuck to them. Who had deliberately
suggested to the people that they were now magnetic? I issued a challenge at that time
that if anyone would pay me a visit and could magnetically stick a fork anywhere on him
that I would retract my statements. All I asked was that the person wipes his skin area
off with a paper towel and dust it with some talcum powder then try to make the fork
stick. Won’t happen, because you can’t magnetize skin. You can stick a dime or nickle
on  your  forehead  easily  because  of  skin  oils  and  moisture.  Dry  your  forehead  off,
powder it, and its no-stick.  When we were kids we thought it great fun to make a spoon
stick to our nose. It worked, but nobody’s nose was magnetic.  As far as Covid goes,
people were told they were “magnetized” because in occult terms it means that they
were hypnotized into accepting the mass sacrifice of lives taking place.  Anton Mesmer
(1734 - 1815) was the father of modern psychological hypnosis whereupon he coined
the term “animal magnetism”. The people who hastened to the Internet to proclaim their
“magnetic bodies” were unwittingly crying out that they had been hypnotized to accept
their  sacrificial  fate  that  they  were  captured.  [full  explanation  here]   This  is  the
enchantment of Nachash and, sadly, the unawareness of our people.

    But not only did the Star Cult tell the people that they were hypnotically captured by
Covid 19, they were also ready to leave their “calling card” of canine sacrifice after
most  of  the  initial  phase  of  Covid  19  had  taken  place.   That  calling  card  was  to
implement a statement  of  canine sacrifice with a “mysterious dog disease” but  with
occult innuendos to make sure that they had “punctuated” the first phase of Covid with a
revealing decree, namely “we gotcha again”.  They love to rub it in our faces and don’t
care if a scant few catch on. They know from experience that the masses will never catch
on.  Did the Covid reign of terror reveal itself with occult canine sacrifice as per what
the Nodite historical pattern and track record confirms?  Most surely, yes.

   After a few years of wearing down the people with the initial blast of Covid 19 and the
ultimate delivery of The Shot into most people’s bodies, it became time for the Star Cult
to follow up with their usual canine sacrifice of Adamic man’s best friends.  
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A mysterious  disease  had engulfed  the  people,  now a  mysterious  disease  would  be
unleashed upon canines, and for several reasons: 1 – they love to torture people and
dogs;  2- they love to tell  us that “they did it” and dare us to stop them. 3) – they
replicate their abduction and torture of child victims by use of  doll imagery where the
bloody dolls represent children they have sacrificed. They are attracted to the torture of
children and dogs due to the obvious innocence of both. In this they speak by occult
methodology, numbers, words, circumstances, and designated locales that reveal their
deeds. Let’s keep in mind that the star Sirius is the brightest star in the night sky and is
seen in the constellation Canis Major, the dog constellation.

   Since the Star Cult speaks to us in occult terminology of where, when, and how, --- did
they tell us that Covid 19 was/is a sacrifice of their creed?  It would be necessary for
them to carefully pick the time and place that would fit their dialog of revealing their
intentions, but yet in a mystical way that exhibits their brand of cryptology.  That certain
place, containing enough mystic symbolism, was found in the State of Michigan, USA.

   Michigan Radio.com  August 23, 2022 (news excerpt)
“State officials said Monday that they're working with veterinarians to determine what’s
killing dogs in some areas of the northern part of Michigan’s lower peninsula.

This appears to be canine parvovirus, they said. In a Facebook post, the Otsego County
Animal  Shelter  noted  some  of  the  dogs  that  have  died  did  not  test  positive  for
parvovirus. Most of them have been young dogs. The best guess is that  it’s a unique
strain of parvo.” (underline added  -- just as we are told that Covid is a unique strain of flu)

  Note  that  the  date  is  August  23,  2022,  and  taking  a  few  weeks  to  compile  the
information means that dogs in Michigan were mysteriously dying during the weeks  of
the “Dog Days” of late July til mid August.  This is the time that the star Sirius rises
close to the Sun at sunrise. It is the ancient Roman times of dog sacrifice to Sirius.

   It is from the Roman period however, that we have visual evidence for a specific
figure called ‘Isis-Sothis’, which depicts the goddess riding a dog. (Sothis is the Greek
name for Sirius.) Several coins survive which show this image.  In our Female Serpent
sermons it was explained that the wealthy Roman aristocracy were actually Nodites who
made their way into Rome via Carthage. These were direct descendants of Nachash, the
female enchanter.  (she was merely a person, not some literal serpent)

   Sothis (Sirius) riding a dog.
   Coin: Era of Antonius Pius
    138- 161AD, in Alexandria
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Spectrum News, NY  August 23, 2022
“A mysterious illness is believed to have killed dozens of dogs in Michigan in recent
weeks  … more than 30 dogs in Clare county and 20 dogs from Ostego county have died
from the illness.”      (The toll was a lot more as not every pet owner took their dogs to a vet --KL)

New York Times, August 22, 2022
“An unidentified illness has been sickening and killing dogs in Michigan --- there was
no treatment for the dogs ailments yet.”    (Months later the dogs were treated for a new parvo
strain but no explanation was ever given as to where this fast appearing disease came from -- KL)

   Many other news reports were given across Michigan listing the dog deaths.  The first
reports came from the Ostego County Animal shelter in  Gaylord, Michigan. (see web
search for location). This is in the northern part of the lower peninsula of the state.
Although Michigan state officials now inform pet owners that this is parvo, it is a unique
strain, if indeed only parvo. Plus, the canine biological illness has now spread to other
states and is showing up as a respiratory problem as we see with humans and Covid. 
  
   But why the northern part of Michigan’s lower peninsula if this is a Star Cult followup
to the wide spread human Covid plandemic that hit America?  Let’s review some occult
evidence that seems pretty hard to ignore.  Why was Gaylord, Michigan the first place to
announce the dog deaths?  First  off,  Michigan itself  is  the state  home of  the worst
draconian governor during the initial Covid 19 lock downs and mask orders  -- Gretchen
Whitmer (the locals refer to her as Witch-mer).  The governor is a viable spin off of
Jezebel in the Bible who ruled Israel in the days of Elijah the prophet (I Ki.19:1,2). It
was the town dogs that finished off Jezebel and the Nachash cult has never forgotten
that. Governor Whitmer fits the Nachash political system of matriarchy. This makes for
fertile ground for the Star Cult to consider Michigan as the prime state in which to tidy
up the Covid sacrifice with that of canine sacrifice. This is not to accuse the governor or
anybody in  Michigan  of  any participation,  only  to  point  out  that  she  is  a  pertinent
symbol.  But some people somewhere were orchestrating this.

   Gaylord was the name of a popular child’s toy in the 1960s – 70s being a Basset
Hound  dog  doll  pulled  around  by  string,  later  becoming  battery  operated.  Gaylord
Michigan was the first place that dead dogs started showing up.  The event sequence
shows that not long after the Covid shot was injected into most of the adult population it
was targeted for the children even though children were admittedly not at high risk of
catching whatever we were told Covid was.  

     1960’s  Gaylord the Basset Hound
      child’s toy (pull along action)
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   The child/dog connection always followed the occult sacrifices throughout history.
Just one of many historical examples is below:

    “In the area of Kolonos Agoraios in Athens, in a well deposit dated to the 2nd century BC, the bones
of 450 infants and 150 dogs were found. The association of the dogs and babies in the well has been
interpreted as evidence of rites of purification associated with childbirth. In Ancient Greece one of the
rites of passage involving dog sacrifice, was in honour the earth goddess who watched over birth. This
ritual is documented in Italy by the bones of dogs found together with ceramic shards dating to the late
4th century BC found in the well of a temple at Pyrgi, which was identified with goddesses associated
with the concept of birth and development.”   (Ancient Origins, Sept.22, 2013, April Holloway)

So what is the connection between Gaylord the child toy Basset Hound doll and that of
Gaylord, Michigan where dogs started dying?  Easy --- in “occult speak” of the Nachash
Nodites, that is.  

    If you travel as the crow flys directly from the lower edge of the southern corner of
Gaylord’s city limits to that of the northern edge of Comins Michigan town limits you
air travel just over 33 miles where you find Comins on state road 33, depicted as M-33
on road signs.  This means Michigan Highway 33 to car travelers.  But in “occult speak”
it means Masonic 33 since the Masonic Order has 33 degrees of membership. Initial
Mason members of the 1st or 2nd degree almost certainly have no idea what transpires at
the 33rd degree level.  Only those who are perceived as “worthy” within Masonry are
invited  upward  into  the  highest  levels.  Adam  Weishaupt’s  Illuminati  had  infiltrated
Masonry as far  back as the 1790’s.   President George Washington had even written
about his concerns that the American Masonic lodges, that had been unconnected with
the European lodges,  were being infiltrated by foreign Illuminati  agents  (read here).
American Masons during the Revolutionary War  were not Illuminati.   That  changed
after Washington’s demise. (Even so, high Masonry itself is not the top of the NWO conspiracy)

   Comins Michigan on state road M-33 happens to be in Clinton Township.  Many
speculate that Hillary Clinton ran the White House during Bill’s tenure as President.
Hillary, like governor Whitmer, is another Jezebel feminist.  On August 19, 1946, Bill
Clinton was born in Hope, Arkansas, at the 33rd parallel.  All of this is nicely setting up
the northern area of the lower peninsula of Michigan as an ideal choice place for the Star
Cult to make their Covid “dog sacrifice statement” to Sirius.  By the way,  the American
Civil War was started at the 33rd degree parallel at Ft. Sumpter National Monument,SC,
a very Nachash Sirius thing to have inflicted upon us. The atomic bomb was dropped  on
Japan at  Hiroshima Aug.  6  and Nagasaki  Aug 9,  1945 during Sirius  “dog days”  of
summer.  The 33rd degree parallel runs right between these two cities.  Harry Truman
was at that time the 33rd president of the United States. 

 
   Highway sign for Michigan’s          
   State Route 33

https://ezra98.yolasite.com/resources/gw99.pdf


Speaking of M-33 and Sirius, we can note this statement by Albert Pike Master Mason
(1809 -1891) affirming that the 33 degrees of Masonry always had a Sirius connection.
“The Ancient Astronomers saw all the great Symbols of Masonry in the Stars. Sirius still
glitters in our Lodges as the Blazing Star” --- (Albert Pike, Morals and Dogma p.486)

   But its not just the M-33, Gaylord dog, & the Clinton name attributes of this area that
would make it an ideal place for a Nachash canine sacrifice.  There is also a bizarre
connection with dying dogs to that of child occult death symbolism just as found in
archaeological excavations in Europe and Middle East.  On highway M-33 in Comins
we find a freakish display of “creepy children’s dolls” that seems to be right out of a
horror movie.  (It was certainly there during Covid, but may have been removed)  Keep
in mind as you view the below pictures that this is in the northern part of the lower
peninsula  of  Michigan  where  the  dogs  were  mysteriously  dying  as  well.  It’s  on  a
roadside of M-33 at Comins.
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   To this day nobody knows who put these mutilated child dolls there and nobody has
taken credit for it.  But the scene became known locally as “Creepy Doll Hill” or the
“M-33 Hill Babies”.   The symbolism is clear: voodoo type scary mangled children.
Had  the  Michigan  area  between  and  around  Gaylord  and  Comins  become  a  very
acceptable place in the US for the Nachash Sirius Star Cult to commence their
 punctuating statement that Covid was and is a human and canine sacrifice to their sky
goddess?  Just as occurred in Canaan, Carthage, Greece, Rome, Europe, centuries ago?
This author believes, in the most definite affirmative, that this is the case.  The reader is
welcomed to draw his own conclusion.  Who rules the world system?  It is not who we
have been told.   How many people world wide will become the casualties of the next
increased mass sacrifice after the Nachash priests realize that their Covid deaths were
not able to contact the spirit of Nachash in her home of the star Constellation Canis
Major?  Of course she is just a long gone dead woman but her spiritist followers cannot
and will not ever accept that. They and all their spiritist “Christian” churches of Mystery
Babylon the Harlot work daily to get their congregation members to go “to heaven in the
sky” where they can supposedly meet all others who believe that “they won’t die but
will become as gods”.  These same churches ignore Yahweh’s laws for nation and family
teaching that Jesus did away with God’s laws at the Cross.

   One additional point to make --- our own people have not been without blame for the
world events as we see them.  Our Saxon Adamic kinfolk have eagerly supported the
Nachash lie of spiritism along with funding the thousands of local churches that do the
same. Whether they know it or not, American church goers by the millions have been
dedicated willing accomplices to embolden the sacrificial and political agendas of the
Nachash Sirius Star Cult and its major agents of the Black Nobility and the Committee
of 300.  In this our own people blindly take part in the sacrifices of the Nodite elite.

  The Sirius creed in our churches:

The double “mother and child” matriarch symbol predates Christ by thousands of years
and by several heathen races. This Sirius star goddess is cited in Jer.44:17-25 and other
verses. “She” has taken many religions’ forms across all continents and ages. We have
seen her sign in our own churches as the  “divine mother and child”. It is not Jesus and
Mary as congregations are led to believe.  Jesus’ ministry was on His own. He did not
have Mary as a co-partner of His mission nor as a co-partner of His divinity. The real
Mary was a righteous woman but mortal and a sinner as we all are. In Mat.12:48 Jesus
said that His real family spiritual mother was His followers who have the love of God
our Father.  The Sirius Star Cult has been so far reaching that it is revealed in all places
on Earth. 
This “double deity” is shown below (next page). Her priests are in all nations.             10



Hindu mother/child deity        Egyptian Isis & Horus          Ancient Asian goddess        Roman same goddess
                                             Queen of Heaven

In the night sky this goddess is portrayed by Sirius A&B.   A = Nachash     B= Nachash’s descendants & system

  The stars Sirius A & B are a duality in the 
  constellation Canis Major.  They are the 
  foundational worship of all those opposed
  to the patriarch rule of Christ over the Earth
  as King and Rescuer.  Sirius A & B are the
  celestial symbols of the matriarch Nachash and
  her seed of enmity of Genesis3:15. Her devotees
  sacrifice to her.  In occult language these stars are
  “Co – Vid”, that is, “Double Seen”. Pope Francis, 

                                                     a Jesuit, announced that taking the “co-vid” shot
                                                     is “an act of love”. - Aug.18, 2021  (who does he love?)

“The most important deity was the great lady Sirius, and she was called Sopdet.
Thousands of years ago in ancient Egypt, she was the queen of the night heaven, the
queen of the stars, Queen of the Decans.” --- (Ancient Egyptian Astronomy, 2021, 
 K. Lachtane)                                                 
                                                                                 

                                                                                          
     Some Scriptures to ponder relating to the 

      infirmities we have endured by Co–Vid worship

   “Take ye therefore good heed unto yourselves ----  lest thou lift up thine eyes unto
heaven, and when thou seest the sun, and the moon, and the stars, even all the host of
heaven, shouldest be driven to worship them, and serve them --”  Deut.4:15, 19
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“--we will  certainly do whatsoever thing goeth forth out of our own mouth, to burn
incense unto the queen of heaven, and to pour out drink offerings unto her, as we have
done, we, and our fathers, our kings, and our princes, in the cities of Judah --”  Jer. 44:17

“They sacrificed unto devils, not to God; to gods whom they knew not, to new gods that
came  newly up, whom your  fathers feared not.”  Deut.32:17
                                                                                                                                         
 “But draw near hither, ye sons of the sorceress, the seed of the adulterer and the whore.
(Cain and Nachash) Against whom do ye sport yourselves? against whom make ye a wide
mouth,  and  draw  out  the  tongue?  are  ye  not  children  of  transgression,  a  seed  of
falsehood --”  Isa. 57:3,4

 ”And I heard another voice from heaven, saying, Come out of her, my people, that ye
be  not  partakers  of  her  sins,  and  that  ye  receive  not  of  her  plagues  ----  for  thy
(Babylon’s) merchants were the great men of the earth; for by thy sorceries were all
nations deceived.”  (note: “sorceries” = “pharmacies” in NT Greek)     Rev. 18:4,  23

“Bless  Yahweh,  O  my  soul:  and  all  that  is  within  me,  bless  his  holy  name.  Bless
Yahweh, O my soul, and forget not all his benefits: Who forgiveth all thine iniquities;
who healeth all thy diseases;”   Psalm 103: 1-3

“Who his own self bare our sins in his (Christ) own body on the tree, that we, being dead
to sins, should live unto righteousness: by whose stripes ye were healed.”  1 Peter 2:24

“And they brought young children to him, that he should touch them: and his disciples
rebuked those that brought them.  But when Jesus saw it, he was much displeased, and
said unto them, Suffer (allow) the little children to come unto me, and forbid them not:
for of such is the kingdom of God.”   Mark 10:13,14
                                                                                                                                   
   “But  now they that are younger than I have me in derision, whose fathers I would
have disdained to have set with the dogs of my flock.”   Job 30:1

“A righteous man regardeth the life of his beast: but the tender mercies of the wicked are
cruel.”  Prov. 12:10

 “For the earnest expectation of the creature waiteth for the manifestation of the sons of
God. For the creature was made subject to vanity, not willingly, but by reason of him
who hath subjected the same in hope,  Because the creature itself also shall be delivered
from the bondage of corruption into the glorious liberty of the children of God. For we
know that the whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain together until now.”
                                                  Romans 8:19,21,22                                                        12



Why have  not  concerned  Christians,  patriot  groups,  or  independent  news  programs
mentioned any of the information contained in this article or even have the slightest
inkling that ancient Sirius star sacrifice still exists?  Because the Star Cult is extremely
adept  and  experienced  at  keeping  the  people  occupied  with  many  elaborate
sensationalist distractions that mesmerize the mind.  There is way more going on than
international bankers and politics, although those should be understood too. But keep the
faithful hope. Yahweh shall deliver His flock from the wolves at the appointed time.
                                                                                 

 Let us pray for the millions 
who have been forced into 

something they don’t understand

 

 
 

    

      

Please pray against the wicked
of the Nachash Sirius Star Cult

Thanks be to Yahweh Elohim in Christ Jesus!

[ The entire audio sermon series “The Female Serpent
of Eden” is located on our MP3 audio page. Link below]

The Female Serpent of Eden; plus PDF graphics
The important Bible lesson will take about one week to comfortably cover
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